ACTIVITIES & TOURS

MATACHICA
5 MILES NORTH OF SAN PEDRO
AMBERGRIS CAYE, BELIZE
CENTRAL AMERICA
TEL 011 501 226 5010
RES 011 501 223 0002
FAX 011 501 226 5012
INFO@MATACHICA.COM

THE MATACHICA EXPERIENCE

Indulge yourself in a new realm of relaxation...
Lounge in our hammocks while gazing into the translucent waters of the Caribbean Sea...
Cool your thirst at the Mambo Beach Lounge.
Tempt your palate with award winning food at Mambo Restaurant.
Surround yourself with tranquility and pamper yourself at our full service Jade Spa.
Hang out in the Martini Lounge and enjoy a great film
with an after-dinner drink.
Adventurous?
Visit ancient Mayans ruins, snorkel with sharks and stingrays or cave
tube down the crystallized Mayan caves.
Matachica is the place where dream vacations become reality.
Enjoy!
PLEASE CONSULT OUR FRONT DESK FOR BOOKINGS.

RESORT ACTIVITIES
Snorkeling

Fishing

Matachica offers complimentary snorkel equip-

Reef & Flats fishing is very popular here at the

ment for guest use. We would ask that you please

resort. An experienced guide will pick you up

sign these out with our beach staff and that the

right at our dock and bring you out to where the

equipment be returned after use. Please do not keep

fish are plentiful. Rods and equipment are all

the equipment for the duration of your stay in order

provided. Please check with the front desk for

that other guests can enjoy the use of the gear.

more information and for reservations.

Sea Kayaking

Bicycles

If you would like to take a short ride to the reef

Are available for complimentary use.

please feel free to use our sea kayaks (complimen-

Please inquire at the front desk.

tary), also located on the beach. Please sign these
out with the beach personnel and return them
after use. Use of a life vest is mandatory.

Sailing
We offer the use of Sunfish sailboats, available on
the beach. Use of a life vest is mandatory.

Gym
Enjoy complimentary access to our air-conditioned
gym. We offer both cardio and strength equipment
for guest use between 8:00am and 6:00pm daily.

JADE SPA
Indulge yourself in a new realm of relaxation...
Surround yourself with tranquility.
Refresh your body and spirit.
Pamper yourself at our full service Jade Spa.
PLEASE REFER TO THE JADE SPA TREATMENT MENU AND INQUIRE
AT THE FRONT DESK TO BOOK YOUR APPOINTMENT.

TREATMENTS
One-Hour Aromatherapy Massage
A blend of aromatherapy essential oils nourishes
your body during your one-hour massage. Swedish,
therapeutic and energetic styles are tailored to meet
your body’s needs.

Ninety-Minute Therapeutic Massage
Benefit from this rejuvenating blend of Swedish,
Deep Tissue, and Shiatsu massage. Relieve chronic
tension with realignment, balancing and breathing
therapy. Our therapist will focus on trigger and
pressure points to rebalance your energy and
alleviate the stress of the real world.

One-Hour Tranquility Massage
Focusing on the specific stress areas of the neck,
hands, head and feet, this massage offers wonderful relief for the individual who needs particular
attention to these areas

Full-Body Treatment
Includes a One-Hour Aromatherapy Massage, the
Sea Salt and Sea Clay Body Mask, the Ecocalm
Facial and the Hair Mask Treatment.

Papaya or Banana Facial & Décolleté
Rejuvenate your body with a choice of either

Aloe Sun Lover’s Treatment

papaya scrub or a blend of banana and brown

Cool and refresh your sunburned skin with

sugar, with a few drops of essential oil. This is

nature’s gifts of fresh aloe and chamomile.

gently massaged into your skin, followed by a clay

A cool and refreshing massage treatment that

mask (specially formulated for aged skin), to help

will soothe your skin and relax you all at once.

clear up spots and let your natural youth shine
through. A vitamin-E capsule completes this
unique experience to give your skin a healthy glow.

Sea Salt & Sea Clay Body Mask Massage
First you will be scrubbed with a blend of sea salt
and essential oils. This treatment will allow your

Ecocalm Essential Facial

skin to be completely cleansed of any impurities

Enjoy a stress relieving facial using exfoliating

applied to your body, restoring all the nutrients

sea salt scrub and an organic cucumber extract
mask. Numi’s collagen is gently massaged into
the skin. Our facial ends with nourishing
mineral care spray.

Mayan Coffee Scrub and Chocolate Wrap
Indulge in an exotic blend of coffees and oils from
the Mayan Mountains of Belize. The invigorating
aromas of coffee and almond oil awaken your senses, while freshly ground coffee exfoliates your skin.
Then enjoy raw cocoa, a decadent and precious
ingredient that helps slow down the natural aging
process while restoring a natural radiance to your
skin. Finish with a warm coconut milk bath.

picked up from the environment. Sea clay is then
and minerals your skin needs. To allow for full
absorption, the clay will remain on your body for
15-20 minutes. Complete your hour with a refreshing shower.

TOURS
There are many places to see and things to do in Belize. From diving
to jungle tours, cave tubing, zip- lining, ancient Mayan ruins and
bird watching, Belize offers many wonderful and interesting
activities throughout the country. We at Matachica recognize that
many of our guests have chosen Belize specifically because of these
unusual and exciting experiences. Come to the front desk where our
staff will be pleased to help you choose the activity that would suit
you best, and arrange any excursion that is of interest to you.
FOR ALL TOUR PRICES & BOOKINGS PLEASE CONSULT THE FRONT DESK TEAM.
IF YOU WOULD PREFER A PRIVATE TOUR PLEASE INQUIRE AT THE FRONT DESK
WHERE PRIVATE CHARTERS AND TOURS ARE EASILY ARRANGED.

Hol Chan and Shark Ray Alley
(2 stops)

Mexico Rocks
(1 stop)

Hol Chan Marine Reserve with its teeming ma-

Mexico Rocks is a rock and coral formation close

rine life is one of the best snorkeling spots in the

to the reef, a short boat ride from Matachica.

country. Add some excitement at Shark Ray Alley

While fish are smaller than at Hol Chan, there is

and get close up with nurse sharks and stingrays.

a large variety of coral and marine life.

TRIP INCLUDES SNORKEL EQUIPMENT,
SODAS, WATER AND ALL TAXES AND PARK
FEES. THIS ACTIVITY IS LED BY ONE OF
MATACHICA’S EXPERIENCED GUIDES.
1:00PM

4:00PM

6+

TRIP INCLUDES SNORKEL EQUIPMENT,
SODAS, WATER AND ALL TAXES AND PARK
FEES. THIS ACTIVITY IS LED BY ONE OF
MATACHICA’S EXPERIENCED GUIDES.
11:30AM

1:00PM

4+

Half Day Reef Fishing combined with
Snorkeling at Mexico Rocks
Enjoy a leisurely troll over the reef, encountering

Half Day Reef Fishing combined with
a Romantic Private Picnic Lunch
on the beach

fish that can be prepared for dinner such as
snapper, jack and barracuda. Then enjoy a refreshing snorkeling tour at Mexico Rocks, known
for its rocks and the coral formation that hosts a
variety of small fish.

TRIP INCLUDES SNORKEL EQUIPMENT,
SODAS, WATER AND ALL TAXES AND PARK
FEES. THIS ACTIVITY IS LED BY ONE OF
MATACHICA’S EXPERIENCED GUIDES.
8:00AM

12:30PM

1+

TRIP INCLUDES LUNCH AND A BOTTLE
OF CHILLED CHAMPAGNE.
THIS ACTIVITY IS LED BY ONE OF
MATACHICA’S EXPERIENCED GUIDES.
11:30AM

3:30PM

1+

Experience Fishing in Central America
Imagine yourself hooking a 60 lb tarpon or a 200 lb lemon shark, fighting to the end, and then releasing the creature to fight another day. Or maybe you would like to sample some of the local delicacies
caught by your own hand. Our chef will be happy to prepare any fish you bring back from your trip
here in our award-winning restaurant. There are two different types of fishing adventures offered at
Matachica. The first and most popular is reef fishing. One of our local captains will pick you up at our
pier with tackle and bait waiting for you in the boat. From there you will visit one of his secret northern locations to fish for snapper and other plentiful reef species. You will also have an opportunity to
troll for speedy jack, barracuda, and other large predators.
The second type of fishing is on the Flats and is for the true angling experience. One of our local
captains will again pick you up right from our pier with your preference of either fly or spinning gear.
You will then stalk your elusive prey, the world-renowned bonefish or the mighty tarpon. The Flats
offer a unique environment for both marine and airborne wildlife along the way.

Scuba diving on the Barrier Reef
Enjoy some of the best scuba diving in the Caribbean. There are excursions and diving lessons

Full Day Reef Fishing with a Romantic
Private Picnic Lunch and a Snorkel
at Mexico Rocks

for every level, whether you’re a beginner who

Enjoy a leisurely troll for fish over reefs and

wants to brush up on the basics before seeing the

channels, where snapper, barracuda and jack are

teeming marine life of the barrier reef, an inter-

commonly caught. Afterward, enjoy a private

mediate-level diver eager to take an advanced

romantic lunch on the beach supplied by Mambo

course, or an experienced diver looking for a

Restaurant. Then enjoy a refreshing snorkeling

thrilling new adventure, we’ll connect you with

tour at Mexico Rocks, known for its rocks and coral

the excursion that best suits your needs. You’ll

formations teeming with a variety of small fishes.

be picked up at the end of our dock and taken to
a superb dive site. If you wish to see the strange
and beautiful marine creatures at large after the
sun goes down, you can opt for a 1-tank night dive.

TRIP INCLUDES LUNCH, A BOTTLE OF CHILLED
CHAMPAGNE, SODAS, ICE, WATER, SNORKELLING
EQUIPMENT.
8:00AM

1+

8:30AM

3:30PM

1+

Cave Tubing Adventure & Xunantunich
You will be picked up at 6:00 am at the end of our

at Xunantunich your journey continues for another

dock by a private boat. Next, board a 7:00 am flight

hour as you make your way towards Jaguar Paw.

on a domestic airline en route to Belize City. Upon

Now it’s time to change into your bathing suit so

arrival your private guide will greet you and take

you can start your thrilling cave tubing adventure.

you out for a continental breakfast.

Your private guide will take you for a 20-minute
trail walk to the cave.

The tour begins with a comfortable 1-hour and 45
minute private air-conditioned van ride heading to

Once you’ve arrived, your guide will give you a

the western part of the country en route to San

brief history of the cave. Then you are settled into

Jose Succotz, a village located in the Cayo District.

individual inner tubes with headlights, ready to

Once at San Jose Succotz you will board a ferry

float your way through cave systems of limestone

that takes you across the river, where you will

and crystal formation for 45 thrilling minutes.

enjoy a 10-minute van ride toward Xunantunich.

Along the way you will encounter bats and small
waterfall formations.

Once at the site your guide will show you the
splendour of our country, share his knowledge of

A 1-hour private van ride brings you back to the

the history of the ancient Mayan people and take

Belize Municipal Airstrip. Once at Belize you board

you on an exploration of their temples.

a 4:30 pm Maya Air Flight en route to San Pedro.

At the end of the site tour, lunch is served at a
small restaurant called “El Papis”. After the adventure of hiking and exploring the Maya temples

TRIP INCLUDES ROUND TRIP AIRFARE TO BELIZE CITY,
WATER TAXI PICK UP & DROP OFF TO SAN PEDRO AIR
STRIP, BREAKFAST, LUNCH, SNACKS, DRINKS AND
PARK FEES.
6:00AM

5:00PM

1+

Cave Tubing Adventure with Horse Back Riding
You will be picked up at 6:00 am at the end of our dock by a private boat. Next, board a 7:00 am flight
on a domestic airline en route to Belize City. Upon arrival your private guide will greet you and take
you out for a continental breakfast. Your journey begins with a comfortable 1-hour and 15 minute private
air-conditioned van ride heading to the eastern side of the country. You’re headed for Banana Bank, an
ecological resort located in the Belmopan District. Once at the site your horseback riding adventure
through the jungle trails begins. After the horseback riding, your adventure continues with a 45-minute van ride heading to Jaguar Paw Resort, where lunch is served and a cave tubing adventure awaits.
After lunch it’s time to change into your bathing suit so you can start the cave tubing adventure. Your
private guide will take you for a 20-minute trail walk to the cave. Once you’ve arrived, your guide will
give you a brief history of the cave. Then you are settled into individual inner tubes with headlights,
ready to float your way through cave systems of limestone and crystal formation for 45 thrilling minutes. Along the way you will encounter bats and small waterfall formations. A 1-hour private van ride
brings you back to the Belize Municipal Airstrip. Once at Belize you board a 4:30 pm Maya Air Flight
en route to San Pedro.

TRIP INCLUDES ROUND TRIP AIRFARE TO BELIZE CITY,
WATER TAXI PICK UP & DROP OFF TO SAN PEDRO AIR
STRIP, BREAKFAST, LUNCH, SNACKS, DRINKS AND
PARK FEES.
6:00AM

5:00PM

1+

Cave Tubing Adventure and the Belize Zoo
You will be picked up at 6:00 am at the end of our dock by a private boat. Next, board a 7:00 am flight
on a domestic airline en route to Belize City. Upon arrival your private guide will greet you and take
you out for a continental breakfast. Your journey begins with a comfortable, 45-minute private, airconditioned van ride en route to our famous Belize Zoo, Filled with indigenous wild life, it’s not your
average zoo, but it’s well worth the trip. After the Belize Zoo you board your private van and head to
Jaguar Paw for your cave tubing adventure.
Lunch is served at the resort, and then it’s time to change into your bathing suit so you can start the
cave tubing adventure. Your private guide will take you for a 20-minute trail walk to the cave. Once
you’ve arrived, your guide will give you a brief history of the cave. Then you are settled into individual
inner tubes with headlights, ready to float your way through cave systems of limestone and crystal
formation for 45 thrilling minutes. Along the way you will encounter bats and small waterfall formations. A 1-hour private van ride brings you back to the Belize Municipal Airstrip. Once at Belize you
board a 4:30 pm Maya Air Flight en route to San Pedro.

TRIP INCLUDES ROUND TRIP AIRFARE TO BELIZE CITY,
WATER TAXI PICK UP & DROP OFF TO SAN PEDRO AIR
STRIP, BREAKFAST, LUNCH, SNACKS, DRINKS AND
PARK FEES.
6:00AM

5:00PM

1+

Cave Tubing Adventure and Zip Lining
You will be picked up at 6:00 am at the end of our dock by a private boat. Next, board a 7:00 am flight
on a domestic airline en route to Belize City. Upon arrival your private guide will greet you and take
you out for a continental breakfast. Your journey begins with a comfortable 45-minute private, airconditioned van ride en route to Jaguar Paw where your zip line adventure waits you. At Jaguar Paw
you travel through the jungle towards the zip line site. From there your excitement begins as you zip 8
platforms through the jungle. After your first activity you return to the resort for lunch.
After lunch it’s time to change into your bathing suit so you can start the cave tubing adventure. Your
private guide will take you for a 20-minute trail walk to the cave. Once you’ve arrived, your guide will
give you a brief history of the cave. Then you are settled into individual inner tubes with headlights,
ready to float your way through cave systems of limestone and crystal formation for 45 thrilling minutes. Along the way you will encounter bats and small waterfall formations. A 1-hour private van ride
brings you back to the Belize Municipal Airstrip. Once at Belize you board a 4:30 pm Maya Air Flight
en route to San Pedro.

TRIP INCLUDES ROUND TRIP AIRFARE TO BELIZE CITY,
WATER TAXI PICK UP & DROP OFF TO SAN PEDRO AIR
STRIP, BREAKFAST, LUNCH, SNACKS, DRINKS AND
PARK FEES.
6:00AM

5:00PM

1+

Zipline and Waterfall Adventure
Take a flight down the coast of Dangriga in Southern Belize where you will be able to soar above the
Mayflower Bocawina National Forest on a 12-platform zip line. It has the longest, fastest and tallest
runs in Belize, and allows an up-close view of pristine rainforest. After a quick lunch at Mama Noots
Restaurant (on-site), take a short jungle hike to cool off at Bocawina Falls. Swim in its refreshing pools
or rappel down its face for an even more unbelievable experience. For adrenaline junkies, an optional
upgrade of rappelling down Antelope Falls is available on arrival at the tour site. The zip line is the
only one currently certified in Belize by the ACCT, and experienced guides will ensure a great experience for every age and skill level. Flight departs San Pedro at 7:00 am and arrives in Dangriga at
8:20 am. Return flight departs Dangriga at 4:45 pm via Belize City and arrives in San Pedro at 5:45 pm.

WHAT TO BRING: COMFORTABLE CLOTHING WITH
LONG PANTS, A SPARE SET OF DRY CLOTHES &
SHOES, SWIMWEAR, HAT, SUNSCREEN, INSECT
REPELLENT, TOWELS AND CAMERA.
TRIP INCLUDES WATER TAXI PICK UP & DROP OFF
TO SAN PEDRO AIR STRIP, ROUND TRIP AIR FARE
TO DANGRIGA, PRIVATE TRANSFERS, LUNCH,
REFRESHMENTS, PARK FEES AND PRIVATE
LICENSED TOUR GUIDE
6:00AM

5:45PM

2+

Lamanai Adventure Day Tour: A River & Maya Temple Adventure
Guests are picked up by a private boat at 7:00 am

of this ancient Mayan city. Trek through lush

at the end of the Matachica pier. You will be

rainforest and enjoy nature at its best! Listen for

taken to the airport in San Pedro for an 8:00 am

howler monkeys, enter the past and be amazed by

Tropic Air Flight. The twenty-five minute flight

the grand Mayan structures. You may also visit

brings you to the Tower Hill airstrip, where your

the Lamanai Museum and learn even more about

private guide will greet you. Your journey contin-

the mystical Mayan civilization.

ues with a short ride through the sugar cane
fields to the New River.

Enjoy a typical Belizean lunch under the local
palapa. Souvenir shopping is also available on

Then travel by boat for a 1-hour ride down the

site. Next, take a one-hour boat ride through the

spectacular winding New River, surrounded by

new river lagoon heading back to Tower Hill, where

beautiful flora and fauna. The New River termi-

you will be boarding at 2:00 pm flight en route to

nates in the massive New River Lagoon, where

San Pedro—just in time to relax on the beach!

the boat docks and your Jungle and Mayan
Temple expedition begins. You will be accompanied by a licensed Belize Tour Guide at all times
who will offer a full description of the history of
the Mayan ruins and the civilization and culture
of the ancient Mayan people. Then on to the visit

TRIP INCLUDES WATER TAXI PICK UP & DROP OFF
TO SAN PEDRO AIR STRIP, ROUND TRIP AIRFARE
TO ORANGE WALK, LUNCH, REFRESHMENTS, PARK
FEES AND PRIVATE LICENSED TOUR GUIDE.
7:00AM

2:30PM

2+

Lamanai Jungle River Adventure
You will be picked up at 6:00 am at the end of our dock by a private boat. Next, board a 7:00 am flight
on a domestic airline en route to Belize City. Upon arrival your private guide will greet you and take
you for a continental breakfast. Your journey begins with a comfortable 1-hour private, air- conditioned
van ride en route to Tower Hill. Next, you’ll travel by boat for an hour and a half on the New River
Lagoon towards Lamanai. Along the way you will encounter indigenous animals such as turtles, birds,
monkeys and crocodiles. Once at Lamanai your guide will serve lunch under a thatch-roof casita. After
lunch, set off for an adventure hike through the jungle to explore the ancient Mayan temples!
Enjoy a one-hour and 15 minute boat ride back over the New River Lagoon, heading back to Tower
Hill. There, a private van ride awaits you for the 1-hour ride to the Belize Municipal Airstrip. Once at
Belize you will board a 4:30 pm Maya Air Flight en route to San Pedro.

TRIP INCLUDES ROUND TRIP AIRFARE TO BELIZE CITY,
WATER TAXI PICK UP & DROP OFF TO SAN PEDRO AIR
STRIP, LUNCH, SNACKS, DRINKS AND PARK FEES.
6:00AM

5:00PM

1+

ATM Day Tour
This is another spectacular tour from Tropic Air, who have teamed up with Pacz tours to bring you the
amazing, world-renowned Actun Tunichil Muknal Cave (as seen in National Geographic magazine). You
will be picked up at 6:00 am at the end of our dock by a private boat. Flight leaves San Pedro at 7:00 am
and arrives in Belmopan at 7:50 am. A 30-minute transfer by van takes you to the entrance of the reserve.
Then, commence a 45-minute hike through the Tapir mountain reserve, crossing jungle creeks along the
way. (Watch out for the tapirs.) Enjoy a quick snack and orientation from your guide on cave history,
preservation and safety, then proceed to the cave entrance and the fascinating Mayan underworld.
The 3-hour tour is filled with excitement and wonder as you swim and climb to the inner chamber,
seeing Mayan pottery, once used for sacrifices to the gods, along the way. The culmination of the tour
is the Crystal Maiden, a young virgin sacrifice and “The Cathedral”, with its stalactite and stalagmite
formations. You leave the cave at 1:10 pm to have lunch and then depart at 2:30 pm for arrival at
Belmopan airstrip in time to catch the 4:30 pm flight back to San Pedro. Arrive in San Pedro at 5:00 pm.
A not-to-be-missed tour while in Belize.

THIS TOUR IS FOR THE ADVENTUROUS AND
INVOLVES MODERATE TO INTENSE ACTIVITY.
COMFORTABLE CLOTHING, A SPARE SET OF DRY
CLOTHES, INSECT REPELLENT AND STURDY
WALKING SHOES ARE RECOMMENDED.
TRIP INCLUDES WATER TAXI PICK UP & DROP OFF
TO SAN PEDRO AIR STRIP, ROUND TRIP AIR FARE
TO BELMOPAN, PRIVATE TRANSFERS, LUNCH,
REFRESHMENTS, PARK FEES AND PRIVATE
LICENSED TOUR GUIDE.
6:00AM

4:30PM

2+

HELICOPTER ADVENTURES
DEPARTING FROM MATACHICA,
AMBERGRIS CAYE

The Mayan Ruins Of Altun Ha
& Lamanai with Airboat

Mountains, Waterfalls, Xunantunich
& Horseback Riding

Discover the ancient Mayan site of Altun Ha from

Travel to the Mayan Mountains Rivers, Valleys

above, so peaceful yet magnificent. Your journey

and Waterfalls. You will fly over the 1,000-Foot

into the Mayan civilization continues as you fly to

Falls and five other breathtaking waterfalls. Your

the Mayan ruins of Lamanai, enjoying a breath-

adventure will then take you on a flight over the

taking aerial view, followed by a thrilling Airboat

Xunantunich Maya Ruins and land you on our

tour and then a private tour of the Lamanai site.

private heliport in Chaa Creek. Next, your horse-

Your guide will share his unique insights into the

back riding tour traverses the trails of the Chaa

story of this amazing place.

Creek Nature Reserve through sub-tropical
broadleaf forest past ancient Mayan sites.

1,000 Foot Falls & Victoria Peak
This adventure takes you to see the Mayan

Cave Tubing & Canopy Tour

Mountain Rivers, Valleys and Waterfalls.

Your flight takes you over the winding Sibun

Fly over the 1,000 Foot Falls—1600 feet high in

River with its many twist and turns. You will

reality, making it the longest waterfall in Central

then fly to Ian Anderson’s Caves Branch for your

America. You will have a view of the entire water-

Cave Tubing Adventure. Next at Bak-A-Bush’s

fall, from the helicopter. After viewing all these

Lost World you will soar along five traverses

amazing waterfalls, you will head up across the

ranging from 105 to 500 feet above the floor of the

Mountain Pine Ridge area for a bird’s eye view

densely populated forest that stretches up towards

from the second-highest elevation in Belize:

the sunlight peeking through the rim of the cave.

Victoria Peak at 3,675 feet high, surrounded
by tropical rainforest

Barton Creek Cave & Lost Maya Cave
The Blue Hole & Turneffe Islands

This unique adventure takes you to explore two

Explore two of the three atolls of Belize, fly over

through a remote, underground water cave system

the largest Barrier Reef in the Western Hemi-

in a canoe equipped with a powerful spotlight. Next,

sphere—and the second largest in the world—as

you will travel to explore the Lost Maya Caves,

you head to Turneffe Islands. Your adventure will

getting dirty and wet as you travel through differ-

take you into the open ocean heading towards the

ent levels of the Mayan Underworld, by-way-of

Lighthouse Reef Atoll. The Blue Hole is the

“via-ferrata”, zip-lines, swinging suspension bridges

largest ocean sinkhole in the world: a collapsed

and an exciting rappel down a cliff face.

underground cavern 1,000 feet in diameter..
* A DIVE TRIP CAN ALSO BE ARRANGED AT THE BLUE
HOLE WITH DROP OFF AND PICK UP VIA HELICOPTER.

amazing caves. At Barton Creek you will glide

CANCELLATION POLICY
A 100% cancellation fee will be applied to all confirmed tours
cancelled within 24-hours of tour departure.

EMBARK ON THE JUNGLE
ADVENTURE OF A LIFETIME
AT GAIA RIVERLODGE.

TEL 011 501 834 4024
RESERVATIONS 011 501 834 4005
INFO@GAIARIVERLODGE.COM

Escape to Matachica Resort & Spa,
the hidden seaside jewel of Belize.
TEL 011 501 226 5010
RESERVATIONS 011 501 223 0002
INFO@MATACHICA.COM
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